METALS
ARCHITECTURAL METAL PLAYS
MORE THAN A SUPPORTING ROLE
IN YOUR BUILDING’S APPEARANCE.
Sometimes ornate, other times subtle, architectural
metal has been a hallmark of quality and prestige with
designers and builders for over a century. The growing
prevalence of ornate metal as a decorative element
in the early twentieth century provided a beginning
for Stuart Dean’s business. We were the first to
develop and introduce a means to restore and protect
architectural bronze, eliminating the need for constant,
time-consuming and costly hand polishing.

While architectural metal is resilient, it requires
proper maintenance to retain its integrity and
visual appeal. Metal surfaces are vulnerable to:

Left untreated, damaged and neglected
metal is not only a major expense to
treat and repair, but it can create tenant
and public safety hazards as it weakens
and becomes unstable.

AIR POLLUTION – Occurs when gases, dust
particles, fumes or smoke or are introduced into
the atmosphere in a way that makes it harmful
to humans, animals, plants & structures.
DAILY USE – High traffic areas with frequent
handling; chemicals from hand sanitizers;
scratches from jewelry and the effects of
janitorial cleaning products.
CORROSION – The deterioration of a metal
as a result of chemical reactions between it and
the surrounding environment. Both the type
of metal and the environmental conditions,
particularly gasses that are in contact with the
metal, determine the form and rate of deterioration.
NATURAL OXIDATION – Chemical reaction of
the metal surface with the oxygen present in
the air that causes some of the metal to corrode
(or oxidize) and form the respective metal oxide
on the surface. Metals such as stainless steel (steel
with added nickel and chromium) oxidize as well.

A protective clear
coat will preserve
and prolong the life
of metal surfaces.
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OUR PROCESS
STUART DEAN has led the industry in researching
and developing new and advanced maintenance
procedures for all types of metal substrates;
brass alloys, stainless steel, and aluminum in all
different finishes; satin, mirror, oxidized, painted
and anodized. An initial assessment of the surface
is crucial to determine the degree of degradation,
best treatment method for the surface, and
preventative measures to control further damage.
Our experience with metal is the reason we have
been selected to work on many of the most
prestigious buildings in the world. We have the
know-how required to maintain an attractive finish
on architectural metal surfaces while retaining
their original beauty and tenant appeal.
Chemical oxidation can darken bronze and brass.

The processes we can perform on your metal
surfaces include:
OXIDATION – A chemical process that darkens
your brass alloys to achieve statuary bronze, USB
10 and a range of different tones..
STAINLESS-STEEL BLACKENING – Change
the look of your stainless by darkening it to your
preferred color.
STAINLESS-STEEL LOOK – Save yourself the cost
of re-cladding your elevators or replacing your
entranceways, we can transform your brass alloys
to look like stainless-steel.
CLEAN & CLEAR COAT – As a regular
maintenance, protects your surfaces and keeps
them looking their best.

Transform the look of copper alloys and save the cost
of re-cladding with Stuart Dean’s stainless-steel look.

At STUART DEAN our goal is to protect,
enhance and beautify your metal surfaces.
As members of the U.S. Green Building Council,
we are committed to using environmentally
-conscious products and actively work with our
vendor/partners to develop green solutions
for maintenance and restoration needs.
This is our promise to you:
Innovation – Quality – Sustainability.

Looking for the ‘Industrial’ look? Stuart Dean blackens steel.
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